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The behavior of the ensemble of vortices in the Shubnikov phase in biaxially oriented films of
the high-temperature superconductor YBa2Cu3O72d ~YBCO! in an applied magnetic field
is investigated for different orientations of the field. The techniques used are the recording of the
current–voltage characteristics in the transport current and of resonance curves and
damping of a mechanical oscillator during the passage of a transport current. It is shown that the
behavior of the vortex ensemble in YBCO films, unlike the case of single crystals, is
determined by the interaction of the vortices with linear defects—edge dislocations, which are
formed during the pseudomorphic epitaxial growth and are the dominant type of defect
of the crystal lattice, with a density reaching 1015 lines/m2. The effective pinning of the vortices
and the high critical current density~Jc>3310
10A/m2 at 77 K! in YBCO films are due
precisely to the high density of linear defects. New phase states of the vortex matter in YBCO
films are found and are investigated in quasistatics and dynamics; they are due to the
interaction of the vortices with crystal defects, to the onset of various types of disordering of the
vortex lattice, and to the complex depinning process. A proposedH –T phase diagram of
the vortex matter for YBCO films is proposed. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: @DOI: 10.1063/1.1401182#
INTRODUCTION
It was first shown by the Ukrainian physicist L. V. Shub-
nikov back in 19361 that in superconducting alloys there ex-
ists a wide range of magnetic fields at which the Meissner
effect gradually diminishes and the magnetic flux penetrates
into the volume of the superconductor. In that case the re-
sponse of the superconductor to an increase in the external
magnetic field~i.e., the magnetization curves! have a com-
pletely different form than in the case of pure metals, i.e.,
type-I superconductors. The term ‘‘type-II superconductor’’
was first used for alloys and compounds by Abrikosov in
1957 in developing a consistent theory of type-II
superconductors.2 This theory made it possible to understand
the experimental results of Shubnikov on the basis of the
concepts of flux quantization and the penetration of magnetic
field into type-II superconductors in the form of a lattice of
Abrikosov vortices. On theH –T phase diagram~i.e., the
diagram in magnetic field versus temperature! the phase in
which a type-II superconductor is threaded by vortices—
magnetic flux quanta—has ever since that time been called
the Shubnikov phase. As time went on, it became clear that
vortex states in superconductors are very complex and di-
verse while at the same time being exceedingly important for
understanding the behavior of superconductors in an electro-
magnetic field and under current loading. A new field of
physics has arisen, which might be called vortex-matter
physics. In this article we examine the features of the vortex
state in films of the moderately anisotropic high-temperature
superconductor~HTSC! YBa2Cu3O72d ~YBCO!.
1. QUANTIZED VORTICES IN A SUPERCONDUCTOR
The penetration of magnetic field into a type-II super-
conductor occurs in the form of quantized vortex lines or
flux lines. Each such flux line carriers a quantum of magnetic
flux, F05hc/2e52.07310
215 T•m2, and has a normal
core, which in an isotropic superconductor is a thin normal
cylinder along the magnetic field. The radius of this cylinder,
the vortex core, is equal to the coherence lengthj ~an impor-
tant scale length in a superconductor, which in the micro-
scopic theory is defined as the distance between interacting
electrons in a Cooper pair and in the Ginzburg–Landau~GL!
phenomenological theory, as the distance at which the super-
conducting order parameter varies from its maximum to zero
at a superconductor/normal metal boundary!.3 Around the
normal core flows an undamped supercurrent, which in iso-
tropic type-II superconductors is oriented in such a way that
the magnetic field induced by it is directed along the core
and coincides with the direction of the external field. The
vortex current flows in a region with a radius of the order of
l, the London penetration depth of a weak magnetic field.
For a type-II superconductor this region is much larger than
j, and this is a consequence of the fact thatsns,0 in a
type-II superconductor, i.e.,l@j. The penetration of vorti-
ces into a type-II superconductor becomes energetically fa-
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vorable in an external fieldHext.Hc1 ~Hc1 is the first, or
lower, critical field!. Penetrating into the volume of the
type-II superconductor, the vortices are spaced a distance
a0}(F0 /H)
1/2 apart, and whena0<l they begin to interact
~repelling each other! owing to the Lorentz forcefL51/c @ j
3F0#, forming a regular triangular lattice in the transverse
cross section.3,4
2. VORTEX STATE—A NEW FORM OF CONDENSED
MATTER
A powerful impulse for the further development of the
physics of the vortex state was obtained after the discovery
of high-Tc superconductors in 1986. This was because of two
important circumstances: first, the critical temperature of
HTSC cuprates is so high that they become superconducting
at temperatures where thermal fluctuations play an appre-
ciable role, since their energy becomes comparable to the
elastic energy of a vortex and/or of the vortex lattice and also
to the pinning energy, thus creating the necessary conditions
for the appearance of unusual new regions on theH –T phase
diagram of the superconductor—different states of the vortex
matter and phase transitions between them; second, owing to
the layered crystal structure and the anisotropy inherent to
HTSC metal-oxide cuprates, favorable conditions are created
for the appearance on theH –T diagram of phase regions and
phase transitions involving changes in the dimensionality in
the vortex ensemble from three-dimensional to two-
dimensional and vice versa.
The vortex matter in type-II superconductors is a unique
example of a condensed state with controllable parameters.5
Unlike ordinary condensed-matter systems the density of the
constituent particles~magnetic vortices! and their interaction
can be changed by several orders of magnitude in a control-
lable way by simply varying the external magnetic field. In
addition, extremely important thermal fluctuation effects in
experiments with HTSC cuprates can be observed over a
wide temperature range, and these effects are reflected on the
H –T phase diagram. Finally, vortex matter is the most con-
venient tool for studying disordered media—one of the cen-
tral problems of condensed-matter physics.
In a conventional treatment of the Shubnikov vortex
state without allowance for thermal fluctuation and pinning
effects, it is assumed that a homogeneous solid vortex-lattice
phase exists in the field interval between the lower critical
field Hc1 , where the vortices begin to penetrate into the su-
perconductor, and the mean-field upper critical fieldHc2 ,
above which the superconductivity vanishes.
The upper critical fieldHc2(T) of a type-II supercon-
ductor is defined as the field at which, at a temperatureT, the
normal cores of the vortices begin to overlap, and the super-
conductor becomes ‘‘normal.’’ If one ignores thermal fluc-
tuations, thenHc25F0 /(2pj
2), and this means that a small
coherence length is conducive to an increase inHc2 .
For high-Tc cuprate superconductors the small value ofj
is the reason whyHc2 far exceeds 100 T at low temperatures.
The well-knownH –T phase diagram for a ‘‘clean’’ or ideal
type-II superconductor can be obtained using the ‘‘mean field
approximation’’ in the GL theory. However, taking thermal
fluctuations and disordering effects into account has been
shown to strongly alter the form of this phase diagram, add-
ing new features and new phase regions.
3. THE H – T PHASE DIAGRAM IN THE PRESENCE OF
CORRELATED DISORDERING
The presence of linear defects, which by their nature are
capable of pinning vortices most strongly along their entire
length and whose density is comparable to the density of
vortices will give rise to a special state, the so-called ‘‘Bose
glass,’’ when the vortices are localized in a random manner
by linear defects lying parallel to one another. The mecha-
nism of formation of the two-dimensional~or correlated!
Bose glass is reminiscent of the mechanism of formation of
the three-dimensional vortex glass~which is another disor-
dered state of the vortex lattice, in which it interacts with a
set of random pointlike defects of the crystal!:6–10 the linear
defects also generate additional low-lying vortex states
which differ from those already existing in the perfect lattice,
and the vortices are trapped by these states if the potential
wells induced by the disorder are sufficiently deep in com-
parison with the energy of thermal fluctuations. The charac-
er of theH –T phase diagram, as in the case of pointlike
disorder, is determined by the compensation and competition
of the elastic, pinning, and thermal characteristic energies
and also by the use of the corresponding Lindemann
criterion.5
The upward shift of the melting line on theH –T dia-
gram in the presence of linear defects can be estimated,
keeping in mind that the modulation of the parabolic elastic
potential of the vortex lattice by the linear pinning potential
causes an increase in its effective depth. Therefore, in order
to remove a given vortex from the confines of the ‘‘box,’’ the
thermal fluctuations must overcome not only the elastic bar-
rier but also additional pinning barriers. Thus the condition
for the loss of stability of the vortex lattice can be deter-
mined from the equation
kBT5Eelastic1Epin , ~1!
wherekBT, Eelastic, andEpin are the characteristic energies of
thermal fluctuations, the elastic interaction, and pinning. The
form of Eq.~1! shows that linear defects are the cause of the
shift of the solid↔ liquid transition, which in this case is
called the Bose glass transition,HBG(T), to higher tempera-
tures in comparison with the melting temperature of the per-
fect crystal in the absence of these linear defects,HBG(T)
.Hm(T).
11 In the case of a fairly low density of linear de-
fects, when the main contribution is given by the elastic en-
ergy and the disordering leads only to small shifts of the
melting line, the melting of the Bose glass still preserves the
features of a first-order transition. Such a transition occurs in
low magnetic fieldsH,HF , whereHF5F0 /D
2 is the so-
called ‘‘matching’’ field, at which the density of linear de-
fects equals the density of vortices~D is the average distance
between linear defects!. At higher fieldsH.HF the correc-
tions to the melting temperature rapidly decrease, and the
melting line of the Bose glass returns to its original position.
Thus the greatest deviation of the melting line of the Bose
glass from its original position in perfect crystals is expected
to occur nearH>HF .
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Figure 1 shows a schematic phase diagram of a vortex
system with correlated disorder arising because of the pres-
ence of defects. According to Ref. 5, an accomodation line
separates two regimes of behavior of the vortex matter: the
regime of individual pinning, and the regime of collective
pinning with the participation of linear defects.11 The posi-
tion of the accomodation line is determined by the competi-
tion and compensation of the characteristic elastic energy
arising because of the interaction with the remaining vortex
lattice ~the potential box! and the pinning energy. Below the
accomodation line the pinning force dominates, and the vor-
tices can therefore be shifted substantially from their equilib-
rium positions in the perfect lattice. To emphasize the par-
ticularly strong individual pinning in such a state, it has been
proposed5 to call this state of the vortex lattice a ‘‘strong
Bose glass.’’ It was proposed5 that the state that is formed in
the collective pinning regime be considered a quasilattice or
‘‘weak Bose glass.’’A very important distinction between the
effect of linear and point defects is that, unlike point defects,
which stimulate lateral~bending! deformations of the vorti-
ces, linear pinning centersstabilizethe residence of a given
vortex line in the potential box formed by the elastic inter-
action with the neighbors against thermal fluctuations and
against bending displacements caused by point defects~as is
shown schematically in Fig. 2!, thereby preventing the for-
mation of a three-dimensionally disordered solid state of the
vortex lattice. It is particularly important to emphasize that in
the case of linear crystal defects—pinning centers—the
‘‘strong’’ glass phase, with a highly two-dimensional dis-
torted structure of the vortex lattice and the highest critical
current density, occupies the low-field part of theH –T phase
diagram. Of course, such behavior contrasts with the effects
of point disorder, when the more strongly pinned three-
dimensionally disordered solid vortex phase appears in
higher fields.12–18
Thus it turns out that the contributions of linear and
point defects to the volume pinning force not only do not add
together but they may even subtract, i.e., the point disorder
promotes the depinning~breakaway! of vortex lines from
linear defects. This conjecture has been shown
experimentally12–18 to be well confirmed for configurations
in which the linear defects are oriented parallel to the mag-
netic field ~or, more precisely, to the direction of the vortex
lines!. Since all real HTSC materials unavoidably contain
pointlike defects~e.g., oxygen vacancies!, the question of the
dominant pinning mechanism is one of paramount impor-
tance for the controlled creation of desired transport current-
carrying properties of a material. The competition of these
two types of disorder was first studied experimentally in
Refs. 12–18 and theoretically in Ref. 19. In particular, it was
shown in Ref. 19 that in the real cases the influence of the
correlated disorder is dominant in the behavior of the vortex
matter, even when the density of defects is lower than the
density of vortices.
Up till now, however, the discussions and calculations of
theorists have been based exclusively on the hypotheses of
structures with linear defects obtained in HTSCs subjected to
irradiation by heavy ions with high energies~around 1 GeV
and higher!. Very recently it has become clear that disloca-
tion ensembles in strongly biaxially textured epitaxial films
of YBCO play the role of strongly-pinning correlated linear
defects.
4. PINNING CENTERS IN EPITAXIAL YBCO FILMS
As we have said, the fact that the highestJc
(>1010A/m2 at 1 T and 77 K! can be obtained relatively
easily in YBCO epitaxial films while remaining unachievable
for any YBCO bulk materials should be attributed to features
of the defect structure of the films and, accordingly, to the
formation of a volume pinning force in them due to the most
effective interaction, primarily with linear defects. Many at-
tempts have been made to establish a linkage of the pinning
force to the the screw dislocations that initiate the corre-
sponding three-dimensional mode of film growth during
FIG. 1. SchematicH –T phase diagram of the vortex matter in the presence
of statistically distributed extended linear~columnar! defects.5
FIG. 2. Vortex line in a potential ‘‘box’’ containing an extended linear
defect,5,10,11 which modulates the parabolic potential well, creating new
minima and displacing the vortex from its equilibrium position in the box.
Also shown are the short-wavelength lateral displacements that arise due to
the simultaneous action of a random point potential. These displacements
promote depinning of the vortex from the linear defect.
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deposition ~by the appearance and propagation of screw
dislocations!—the so-called ‘‘screw-mediated’’ growth20,21
—and to the growth steps on the surface of the film in the
two-dimensional, ‘‘layer-by-layer,’’ growth mode. However,
these attempts have been futile: for example, one can prepare
films in which the concentration of screw dislocations will
differ by an order of magnitude or more~from 53107 to
109 cm22! while the critical current density will be the same,
and vice versa. Moreover, the cores of the growth screw
dislocations in YBCO films have been shown by electron
microscope studies to have a characteristic transverse size
that is much greater than the coherence length.22 Therefore,
they can hardly be effective pinning centers. The experimen-
tal evidence13,14,23–25of a very high density of edge disloca-
tions in YBCO epitaxial films is also not very convincing,
since the investigators could scarcely believe that a disloca-
tion line ~i.e., the core of a dislocation! could in itself serve
as a strong pinning center providing effective ‘‘core pin-
ning.’’ Indeed, on the one hand, back in the early papers of
Dew-Hughs26 it was shown that dislocations pin only when
they comprise an ensemble which forms ‘‘walls’’ of a cellu-
lar structure in metallic bcc alloys owing to the long-range
stress fields, which can lead to bothd l anddTc pinning.
6 As
to an isolated linear defect, in the papers by Dew-Hughes
and his followers it was clearly stated that ‘‘isolated disloca-
tions lead to a negligibly small change inkGL’’ ~the param-
eter of the Ginzburg–Landau theory!. And, on the other
hand, it is known from the theory of dislocations that the
transverse cross section of the core can have an area of the
order of the square of the Burgers vector, which is clearly
much smaller than the square of the coherence length, even
for HTSCs~jab'1.5 nm for YBCO in comparison with the
value of the Burgers vectorB'0.4 nm!. Thus it appears that,
as in the case of point defects, dislocations can pin only
collectively, since the depth of the pinning potential wellUp
is small, and the experimental pinning force of an individual
dislocation, f p5dUp /dr, is small. Two new important re-
sults have played a most important role in the further devel-
opment of the concepts of dislocation pinning in HTSCs,
presenting unambiguous evidence in favor of strong pinning
on dislocation lines. The first of these was obtained by
Chisholm and Smith,27 and then, more convincingly, by
Merkle and co-workers.28,29 A high-resolution transmission
electron microscope~HRTEM! was used to obtain pictures of
the real distribution of atoms inside and in a neighborhood
around the core of a complete@001# edge dislocation. It was
found that the core of an edge dislocation is a highly dis-
torted structure on a characteristic scale length of the order of
5–10 interatomic distances, i.e., around 3 nm.28,29 In addi-
tion, it was found that in the core region there is an excess of
copper above stoichiometry~see, e.g., Ref. 28!. Thus it turns
out that the cores of dislocation lines have a structure that
resembles that of artificial defects introduced by irradiation
with heavy ions of high energy; those defects act as exceed-
ingly strong one-dimensional linear pinning centers. This has
been shown convincingly in many studies~see, e.g., Refs.
30–32!.
It remained to show whether a structure state providing a
very high average dislocation density is formed in YBCO
epitaxial films during their deposition and growth. It appears
that our recent HRTEM results~ ome of which are shown in
Fig. 3! unambiguously confirm the formation of such a dis-
location structure in YBCO films exhibiting record values of
Jc(H). These results also make it possible to understand the
mechanism of formation of linear defects during deposition
and growth of the films. The problem of the formation of a
dislocation substructure during epitaxial growth of films in
general and YBCO films in particular goes beyond the scope
FIG. 3. a—Moirépattern showing edge dislocations with the aid of a trans-
mission electron microscope~TEM!; the dislocation line are perpendicular
to the cuprate planes. The dislocations, which are additional crystallographic
half planes in the structure are clearly revealed by the moire´ fringes, the
distance between which is 2.2–2.3 nm.13,14,18,25,35b—TEM moiré pattern
showing the distribution of edge dislocations~in a YBCO film 10–12 nm
thick, deposited on a single-crystal MgO substrate!; the dislocation lines are
perpendicular to theab plane. The arrangement of the dislocations corre-
sponds to an averaged misorientation angle of 1.2° between neighboring
domains~subgrains!.13,14,18,25,35
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of the present paper, and for an introduction to this topic the
reader is referred to the recent papers cited as Refs. 13, 14,
18, 20–25, 27–29, 33, and 34.
5. DYNAMICS OF VORTICES IN A YBCO
SUPERCONDUCTOR WITH LINEAR PINNING CENTERS
It follows from the results of structural
studies13,14,18,20–25,27–29that the most interesting type of de-
fects in YBCO thin epitaxial films and bicrystals in respect to
their contribution to the pinning and dynamics of vortices are
low-angle tilt dislocation boundaries. Of course, point de-
fects ~oxygen vacancies! distributed in a random manner,
dislocation loops due to stacking faults and lying parallel to
the ab plane, and$110% microtwins are present in the films,
and in certain cases make an appreciable contribution to the
behavior of the vortices and to the magnetic-field depen-
dence of the critical current density.
As we have said, recent transport measurements in com-
bination with a scaling analysis provide substantial argu-
ments in favor of the existence of a Bose glass phase in
YBCO crystals and thin films irradiated by heavy ions at
high energy~1 GeV and higher!. The formation of a Bose
glass phase is initiated by randomly distributed correlated
extended defects—columnar tracks made by the heavy ions.
However, as we have seen above, correlated linear defects in
deposited YBCO thin films are actually distributed nonuni-
formly: they form more or less well-formed rows or walls of
edge dislocation lines lying parallel to one another, with non-
superconducting cores of transverse sizeD'jab . The dislo-
cation walls frame domains of mosaicity, azimuthally misori-
ented by approximately 1° with respect to the neighboring
domains. Inside the domains the dominant pinning defects
are pointlike~oxygen vacancies!. For such a spatial distribu-
tion of correlated linear pinning centers the Bose glass phase
exists only at sufficiently low applied magnetic fields, for
which a0}(F0 /H)
1/2 remains much larger than the trans-
verse domain sizeLdomain. When the magnetic field is in-
creased to a certain critical valueHB→F there is a crossover
to a distinctive new correlated glassy state, the ‘‘Fermi
glass,’’ in which the vortices are located both in dislocation
walls and in the interior of the domains. The vortices inside
the domains interact with random point defects, and their
behavior is therefore similar to that in single crystals.
At a certain value of the applied magnetic field the linear
tension of the vortex ‘‘softens’’ as a result of dispersion of
the elastic constantC44(k), and then the picture arises that is
described below in an analysis of the concrete results of our
recent experimental measurements ofJc(H,T,u) for YBCO
films ~u is the angle between the cuprate planes and the ap-
plied magnetic fieldH!. For an idealized case, i.e., when the
low-angle boundary is formed by a regular row of equally
spaced edge dislocations parallel to one another and with no
other disruptions of the crystalline order in neighboring sub-
grains~domains!, one can use the model of vortex dynamics.
For this case Kasatkin35–37 examined the transport of vorti-
ces along low-angle domain walls~or more precisely, bicrys-
tal boundaries!. In the framework of this model it was shown
that despite the strong single-particle core pinning by lines of
edge dislocations, the motion of the vortices occurs along the
domain walls in accordance with the conventional
ideas.32,38,39The model is actually completely adequate for
treating the electrodynamics of bicrystals with this sort of tilt
boundaries and with small values of the misorientation angle.
The model does not require making any sort of assumptions
as to the transmissivity for supercurrent or to Josephson
properties of the bicrystals with such a tilt dislocation bound-
ary, as must be made for the models proposed in Refs. 40–
43. Most importantly, in the framework of the model one can
consistently explain the strong dependence of the critical cur-
rent Jc through the boundary on the misorientation angleq
between the adjacent domains~‘‘banks’’ of the junction!, as
has been observed for YBCO bicrystals and films.35–37,44In
order to apply this model for describing polydomain mosaic
films containing this sort of low-angle boundaries, one must
take into account the additional effects in the motion of vor-
tices in both the direction transverse to the domains and
along the curved domain walls, with spatial variation of the
misorientation and also of the distance between adjacent dis-
locations.
The model of vortex transport along a row of edge dis-
locations lying parallel to thec axis and forming, as we have
said, a low-angle boundary between slightly misoriented
subgrains~domains! is based on the above treatment of the
pinning and dynamics of vortices in superconductors with
extended linear~columnar! defects.11,32,35–38It is important
to note that collective effects were not taken into account, at
least not in Refs. 35–37. According to the results of those
papers, the depinning of vortices residing at linear pinning
centers and their subsequent dynamics in the presence of
transport current occur owing to the spontaneous formation
of vortex excitations caused by thermal fluctuations in the
volume of the superconductor. A vortex excitation has the
form of a partially depinned vortex loop~Fig. 2!. When the
size of the depinned part of such a loop exceeds a certain
critical value for a given superconducting transport current
~see Refs. 35 and 36!, the loop becomes unstable and begins
to expand until it touches the neighboring linear defect. After
that, the motion of the remaining part of the given vortex
will occur through the motion of two vortex ‘‘steps’’~kinks!
moving apart in opposite directions along thec axis under
the influence of the Lorentz force. The model of vortex mo-
tion along an equidistant row of mutually parallel disloca-
tions can be extended to the case of a real polydomain~mo-
saic! structure of a film with a low-angle-boundary network
formed by ensembles of edge dislocations, as appears to be
the case in an actual image similar to that shown in Fig. 3.
These dislocations are found in a more or less disordered
state and are not equidistant, as was proposed above. Never-
theless, using a percolation approach, as was done by
Gurevich in a treatment of flux creep,45,46 one expects that
the low-angle boundaries will serve as percolation channels
f r the thermally activated motion of vortices. This is appar-
ently the case, since the activation energyUc(D) for the
transition of a vortex from one edge dislocation to a neigh-
boring one@i.e., at a distanceD(q)# is much less than the
corresponding valueUc0 for the traversal of a vortex across
a domain. Thus the network of low-angle boundaries can be
ormed by a spatial landscape ofUc , in the more or less
pronounced ‘‘valleys’’ of the vortex activation energyUc(r ).
Considering the thermally activated flux flow~TAFF! regime
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of vortex motion along these percolation channels, one ex-
pects that the average distance between nearest dislocations
is nevertheless related to the angle of misorientation of
neighboring domains. Then at small values of the angle one
has q^Uc(D)&}^(sinq)
21&, and, hence, the strong depen-
denceJc(q) obtained for a straight row of equidistant dislo-
cations will hold for the percolation situation with sinq re-
placed by its value averaged over the whole film.
A strong dependenceJc(q) for polydomain epitaxial
films of YBCO with low-angle boundaries was observed ex-
perimentally in Ref. 47.
5.1. Dynamic depinning of the vortex lattice in YBCO films
An extremely informative method for describing the be-
havior of the vortex ensemble in YBCO films in the dynamic
regime utilizes a mechanical oscillator with a high Q factor
under passage of a dc transport current. Such measurements
have been done using miniature current and potential con-
tacts on a vibrating YBCO film sample.48 The technique per-
mits making the following simultaneous measurements: 1!
the change in the square of the resonance frequency,
v2(Ba ,T)2v
2(0,T), of a mechanical oscillator with a film
sample of the HTSC YBCO attached to it, executing vibra-
tional motion in a magnetic field, which yields information
about the pinning force49,50 ~Fig. 4a!; 2! the dampingG,
which characterizes dissipative processes in the sample in
connection with the motion of the vortices49,50 ~Fig. 4b!; 3!
the resistivity of YBCO films~Fig. 4c!. Using this technique
we were able to study the dynamic behavior of vortices in
YBCO films in the region of their depinning at angles
u590° ~which is equivalent to a parallel orientation of the
applied field relative to the cuprate planes!, 75°, and 60°,
with the transport current always flowing perpendicular to
the applied field.
The dynamic behavior of the vortices in such an oscilla-
tor is well described by adiffusion modelfor the thermally
activated vortices.50 In this model the diffusion constant is
given by
D5D~H,T!5r~H,T!/m0 , ~2!
wherer is the resistivity of flux flow. In the framework of
this model, in accordance with Refs. 48, 51, and 52, the




S m0H22 DVpx9~D!, ~3!
whereI i is the effective moment of inertia of the oscillator,
which can be found experimentally,48 v is the resonance fre-
quency of the oscillator,Vp is the volume of the sample, and
x9 is the imaginary part of the ac susceptibility of the
sample:x9 as a function of temperature has a maximum
xmax9 50.41723.
51 This result is valid for any value of the
transport current densityJ, i.e., xmax9 is independent of the
current load. Changing the diffusion parameterD by the pas-
sage of current only shifts the position of the damping peak
~e.g., on account of the dependence of the effective activa-
tion barrierUp on the current!, but it does not introduce any
changes in its absolute value. It should be noted that the top
of the damping peak determines the position of the depinning
temperatureTdp or the irreversibility point.
If the measured value of the resistivityr(T,H,J) is used
for D5r/m0 according to the procedure described in Ref.
48, then it becomes possible to apply the theory quantita-
tively to the discussion of the experimental results, through
the use of Eq.~3!. Figure 5 shows the the calculated damping
curves for two values of the currentI 50 mA (J50 A/m2)
and I 5100 mA (J'23108 A/m2). The calculated tempera-
ture dependence forG(I 5100 mA), its absolute value, and
the width of the transition turn out to be in good agreement
with experiment. Furthermore, it is clear that richer informa-
tion about the depinning transition of the vortex lattice can
FIG. 4. Square of the resonance frequency~a!, of the corresponding damp-
ing ~b!, and of the resistivity~c! as functions of temperature for different
values of the transport current at a fieldH52 T and u50°. The dashed
curve in part~c! is an example of a resistivity curve rescaled by means of
Eq. ~2! to the diffusion constant, which was taken for calculation of the
damping curve~see Fig. 5! according to Eq.~3!.
FIG. 5. Damping curves forI 50 and 100 mA atH52 T. The dotted and
dashed curves were calculated according to Eq.~3!, following the procedure
described in Refs. 48, 52, and 58.
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be obtained from the damping of a vibrating superconductor
than from the value of the electric field induced by the mo-
tion of the vortex lattice. The broadening and asymmetry of
the damping peak are evidence of a diverse character of the
depinning of the vortex lattice.
Of course, from the present investigations it is difficult
to reconstruct the microscopic picture of the dynamics of the
moving vortices, but, considering the known results from
observations of the motion of an almost ordered vortex lat-
tice in superconducting crystals,53 the results of theoretical
papers on moving disordered vortex lattices,54,55 and the
aforementioned complex ‘‘valley’’ spatial landscape of the
pinning potentialUp in real YBCO superconducting films,
we propose a scenario that will lead to the observed effects
~Fig. 4b!: 1! a narrowing and symmetrizing of the damping
peak upon application of a current load; 2! a rise of the peak
value of the damping forJ.23106 A/m2. We note that at
high values of the transport current density the height of the
damping peak becomes independent of the current density,
and only the position of the peak changes, shifting to lower
temperatures with increasing current.
In the YBCO films under study there is a chaotic distri-
bution of the pinning potential, the interaction with which
leads to disordering of the vortex lattice. The situation be-
come even more complicated when one takes into account
that rather complex vortex configurations can arise for field
orientations close to parallel with respect to theab planes,
when two mutually perpendicular vortex subsystems can co-
exist simultaneously in the superconducting films on account
of the two components of the field vector penetrating into the
film.56–58 Then for vortices parallel to theab plane the ma-
jority of linear defects are dislocation loops distributed cha-
otically in the interior of the film. Their characteristic size is
5–7 nm, but then their pinning force hardly decreases with
temperature because of the weak stress–strain fields near the
core ~see Sec. 7! and also because in this orientation the
bending modulusC44 does not ‘‘soften’’ along the field, as it
does in the caseHic on account of the anisotropy and lay-
ered nature of the atomic structure. In the case of vortices
parallel to thec axis there exists a hierarchy of pinning cen-
ters, with a spatial distribution: 1! the strongest obstacles for
the transverse motion of the vortices are close-packed dislo-
cation walls with vortices already residing on them and with
shielding currents flowing along these walls; 2! individual
‘‘standing’’ or ‘‘threading’’ dislocations, which are also
strongly pinning ifHic; 3! point defects inside the domains,
which can rapidly decrease the net pinning force and current
density, as follows from the arguments given above~see Sec.
3! and the experimental data presented below~Sec. 8!.
The larger-scale topological defects existing in YBCO
films, such as shaped~polygonized! domain dislocation
walls, can lead to plastic flow of vortex rows but not to
displacement of an elastically deformable vortex lattice. A
mechanism for the motion of vortices along so-called ‘‘easy-
slip channels’’ has been proposed previously~ ee, e.g., Ref.
59!. However, this mechanism requires a small shear modu-
lus C66 in the vortex lattice, and that ordinarily takes place in
fields approachingH irr . Thus the thermally activated depin-
ning of the vortex lattice under the influence of a small driv-
ing force can occur nearH irr(T) along ‘‘plastic flow
valleys,’’ i.e., the easy-slip channels, when they are oriented
parallel to the driving force~see also Ref. 60!. This behavior,
as we have said, can be treated as percolational.45,46 If the
initial breakaway of the vortices when depinning is achieved
is interpreted as vortex rows moving along ‘‘channels,’’ then
one expects that the vortex lattice inside the domains remains
pinned on account of the strong pinning on domain walls
perpendicular to the driving force, i.e., it remains practically
immobile at temperaturesT,Tdp. As the temperature is
raised, the observed damping peak atTdp(J50) is indicative
of depinning of strongly pinned regions. Under the influence
of the aforementioned factors, this peak, which characterizes
the depinning of the vortex lattice, becomes broad and asym-
metric.
Phenomenologically, without specifying the type of pin-
ning defects, one can describe the behavior of the damping
peak of a vibrating sample atJ50 by introducing a distri-
bution of the potential energy of the activation barriers. Such
a distribution will lead to two main effects: broadening of the
transition with respect to temperature, and, consequently, de-
creasing the height of the damping peak at the depinning
temperature. Indeed, the use of a single-barrier approxima-
tion in the framework of the diffusion model leads to an
unavoidable difference between theory and experiment, as is
usually observed in practice.48,52
One can give a simple picture in which the loading of
the sample by current leads to tilting of the whole pinning
potential61 and in which the depth of the potential is tempera-
ture dependent~Fig. 6!. By scanning the pinning potential
well with the aid of low-amplitude mechanical vibrations of
the superconducting sample, one can record the tiniest
changes in the height of this well at very low transport cur-
rents. This effect is observed at current densities as low as
J,106 A/m2. The decrease and shift of the high-temperature
part of the transition~Fig. 4! indicates that the upper part of
the potential distribution~high Up! is shifted to lower values
of Up . It is possible that a decrease and shift to higher values
of Up occurs in the low-lying part of theUp distribution~i.e.,
at lower temperatures!. This effect can scarcely be observed
by the technique used, since the flux bundles remain pinned
by the highest potential barriers until the temperature be-
comes high enough to provoke depinning.
At large values of the driving force (J@106 A/m2) the
velocity of the vortices is expected to play the role of an
order parameter. The observed motional narrowing of the
damping peak upon increasing current loading~i.e., driving
force! means that a new ‘‘instrument’’ for the ordering of the
vortex lattice has appeared. We again note the explicit satu-
FIG. 6. Pinning potential with a vibrating vortex at different temperatures
(T1,T2,T3) during the passage of current and with no current.
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ration effect at high values of the transport current~Fig. 7!.
In terms of the picture of a distribution of effective potential
barriers, this result indicates that the moving elastic vortex
lattice becomes increasingly dominant over the pinning dis-
order and approaches a delta-function distribution of barri-
ers. In other words, the thermally activated depinning be-
haves as if all the barriers have equal depth. It can also be
assumed that the vortex lattice begins to behave like an elas-
tically deformable continuum whose motion is insensitive to
the individual pinning centers. An important circumstance is
that the dampingG(T) of the vibrating film can be described
quantitatively with the help of formula~3! without any free
parameters by using the experimentally determined resistiv-
ity of the flux flow as the diffusion constant~2!.
5.2. Vortex glass or depinning?
Simultaneous measurements of the resonance frequency
and damping of a vibrating sample of a superconducting
YBCO film together with the resistivity curvesr(T,J) ~Fig.
4! permit a direct comparison of the so-called ‘‘glass tem-
perature’’Tg and the depinning temperatureTdp. Figure 8a
shows the dependence of the resistivity on the transport cur-
rent density. It is seen that ther(J) curves are clearly sepa-
rated into two groups by the dotted lineTg586.35 K. Be-
havior of this type is often used as an argument in favor of
the possibility of a ‘‘vortex glass’’ state.7,8,62 In other words,
it is assumed that the vortex lattice undergoes a second-order
phase transition to a ‘‘vortex glass’’ state at a temperature
Tg .
The ‘‘vortex glass’’ model predicts that the typical scal-
ing procedure can be applied to ther(J) curves to give two
groups of lines with different signs of the curvature. Indeed,
the experimental curves can be subjected to a scaling analy-
sis in the coordinatesrab /uT2Tgua(z21) versus J/TuT
2Tgu2a, wherez51.760.15 anda54.761 ~Fig. 8b!. Both
parameters agree with the values given in Refs. 63 and 64.
A particularly interesting fact that emerges from these
measurements is that forI 50 and anglesu590°, 75°, and
60° in magnetic fields of 0.5 T<H<2 T the depinning tem-
perature and the temperature of the proposed formation of
the ‘‘vortex glass’’ coincide:Tg>Tdp. Since the behavior
observed with the use of the mechanical oscillator can be
described by a depinning transition in the framework of dif-
fusion concepts, it is necessary to understand to what extent
the result obtained from the scaling analysis can be taken as
evidence of a second-order phase transition in the vortex
lattice. In contrast to the experimentally proven melting of
the vortex lattice, which has been observed in clean high-
temperature superconductors by different techniques, the
‘‘vortex glass’’ transition is determined solely by means of
the scaling analysis shown in Fig. 8b. One wonders whether
the result of this scaling analysis can be described using a
different model without invoking the concepts of a ‘‘vortex
glass’’ and a phase transition of the vortex lattice into such a
state.
Indeed, a serious alternative interpretation of the results
of the scaling analysis of the experimental data is the perco-
lation model of vortex motion proposed by a number of
authors over the past few years.65–67According to the perco-
lation model, a superconductor found in the mixed state con-
FIG. 7. Normalized damping peak~a! and the half-width of the damping
peak ~b! of a vibrating YBCO film as functions of the transport current
density at different values of the external magnetic field. The dashed curves
were calculated with the use of the functiona1btanh(J/c), wherea50.57
~1.03!, b50.42 ~0.44!, and ucu5153106(5.53106) A/m2 for the upper
~lower! panel.
FIG. 8. a—Resistivity of a YBCO film versus the transport current density,
measured atH52 T and various temperatures with a step of 0.1 K. The
dotted line is the so-called ‘‘vortex glass’’ transition at a temperatureTg
586.35 K. b—Scaling behavior of ther(J) curves as described in the text;
herez'1.7 anda54.761.
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sists of percolation regions with different resistivities, which
correspond to pinned and free~depinned! vortex lines. When
the percolation threshold is reached there is a transition from
the depinned state to a pinned state with an insignificant
linear resistivity. In the framework of the percolation picture
the disorder and the distribution of percolation regions also
leads to a broader pinning transition. Consequently, the nar-
rowing of the depinning transition when a current load is
applied, as we have said, can be interpreted as a decrease of
the disorder~or the pinning! of the vortex lattice as a result
of its motion. In the ‘‘microscopic’’ picture of this process,
the vortex lattice, as its velocity increases, ceases to ‘‘notice’’
the point and pointlike defects~e.g., the crossing of disloca-
tion lines by vortices!, through which a vortex passes in a
very short time. There is insufficient time for the vortex to
interact with them, since the pinning time is shorter than the
relaxation time of the vortex lattice~the increasing velocity
the lattice becomes ‘‘stiffer’’!. On the whole, this process
leads to an average viscosityh of the vortex lattice which is
related to the diffusion constant asD5m0H2/h.
6. THE J c„H,T,u… CURVES FOR YBCO FILMS. RELATION
TO THE CHARACTERISTIC ENSEMBLE OF LINEAR
DEFECTS
Saemann-Ischenko68 was the first to show that when the
magnetic field vector is rotated with respect to thec axis
~while maintaining constancy of the Lorentz force! in a bi-
axially textured epitaxial YBCO film theJc(H,T,u) curves
have two characteristic peaks atHic (u50°) and Hiab
(u590°), which are shown in Fig. 9~our data!. The prop-
FIG. 9. a—Angle dependence ofJc(H) measured by the four-probe transport method for YBCO films deposited by a pulsed laser technique on a LaAlO3
substrate. b—Schematic representation of the angle dependence ofJc(H) for the case when both dislocation ensembles perpendicular and parallel to theab
plane contribute to the two-peak curves: the contributions from linear defects~I!, from the intersection of vortices with dislocations~II !, from pinning centers
lying in the ab plane~III !, and from the anisotropy ofH irr ~IV !.
TABLE I. Properties, characteristics, and behavior of theJc(u) peaks.
Experimentally measured parameter Jc(u) peak forHic Jc(u) peak forHiab
1. Temperature change during measurements Relative height grows with
increasingT for 40–80 K, then the peak is
suppressed forT→Tirr(H).
Relative height decreases with
increasingT, but for T→Tirr(H) the
peak becomes dominant.
2. Influence of the strength of the applied
magnetic field
Practically vanishes in fields above
2–3 T.
The higher the field, the sharper the peak.
For T→Tirr(H) only this peak remains.
3. Rate and method of deposition of the film Low-rate off-axis magnetron
sputtering tends to enhance
the peak~e.g., for
sapphire/CeO2 /YBCO films!.
High-rate pulsed laser deposition
substantially enhances this peak.
4. Effects of the substrate and buffer layers The greater the misfit of the crystal
lattices between the materials
of the substrate, buffer layers~s!,
and YBCO film, the stronger the peak.
This peak is sharper and more significant
if the misfit is small,
as, e.g., for substrates of
SrTiO3 or LaAlO3.
5. Influence of deposition temperature
of YBCO film
Height increases with increasing
T ~up to 745–750 °C! for
sapphire/CeO2 /YBCO films.
Substantially suppressed with increasing
T ~up to 745–750 °C! in the case of
sapphire/CeO2/BCO films.
6. Effect of a change in thickness of the
YBCO film
The thicker the YBCO film~at least
on a LaAlO3 substrate!, the higher the peak.
Practically independent of the thickness of
the YBCO film.
7. Effect of a change in the growth mode of the
YBCO film
2D growth mode suppresses the peak and 3D
mode enhances it.
3D growth mode leads to substantial
suppression of the peak.
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erties, characteristics, and behavior of the two peaks are de-
scribed below and listed in Table I.
It can be seen from Table I that the relative height of
these peaks depends on the conditions of measurement of the
current–voltage characteristics and determination of the
value of the critical current, specifically, on the temperature
of the measurements, the applied magnetic field, and the
value of the electric fieldEc . Indeed, theJc(H) peak for
Hic initially grows with increasing temperature approxi-
mately from 40 to 80 K and then, when the temperature
approaches the line of irreversibility, theJc peak is substan-
tially suppressed and can even vanish in the case of YBCO
films deposited by pulsed laser sputtering on LaAlO3 sub-
strates. On the contrary, theJc(H) peak forHiab survives at
all temperatures, magnetic fields, and velocities of the vortex
lattice under the influence of the Lorentz force.
As is now known from the high-resolution electron mi-
croscopy data, there are several types of dislocation en-
sembles that can form in YBCO films during their growth:
1. Misfit edge dislocations at the boundary due to the
usual mismatch of the interatomic spacings in the crystal
lattices of the substrate and growing film.
2. Dislocation loops due to the existence of stacking
faults ~i.e., the local appearance of ‘‘extra’’ or ‘‘missing’’
segments of CuO2 planes, usually up to 10 nm in size, during
growth!; these are edge dislocations, the dislocation lines
being parallel to theab plane.69
3. ‘‘Threading’’ edge dislocations, whose dislocation
lines, being parallel to thec axis and perpendicular to the
surface of the film, as a result of the polygonization process
partially or completely form low-angle tilt boundaries of do-
mains of azimuthal mosaicity in the film. The average den-
sity of such dislocation lines can reach 1011 lines/cm2 and
even higher.13,14,18,23–25,31These dislocations are formed
mainly as a result of the realization of a two-dimensional
heteroepitaxial growth mode in which a so-called ‘‘rota-
tional’’ relaxation of the misfit at the boundary occurs. In
particular, this mechanism can be enhanced further on ac-
count of specific growth conditions, e.g., as a consequence of
their rotational misfit on theR plane of sapphire and the
~001! plane of CeO2 ~for details see, e.g., Refs. 70 and 71!.
4. Screw dislocations at the boundary in low-angle twist
boundaries, which are a source of screw dislocations in the
low-angle domain walls, making them increasingly more
complex tilt–rotational boundaries the higher the degree of
mismatch of the crystal lattices at the boundary. Screw dis-
location sources emerging on the surface of the film at higher
deposition temperatures~above 740 °C for YBCO! can ini-
tiate a three-dimensional growth mechanism with the forma-
tion of polygonal spirals.20,25,35,72
Analysis of the data obtained as a result of measure-
ments of the angle dependence ofJc(H) for a large number
of perfect biaxially textured YBCO films with highJc(H)
shows convincingly that the maxima of the critical current
and hence the orientation of the dislocation ensemble corre-
spond to two directions: parallel to thec axis, and parallel to
theab plane. This conclusion is equivalent to the assumption
that the effective pinning of vortices in YBCO films is due to
extended linear defects oriented along the given directions,
i.e., dislocation ensemblesa @100# and dislocations and loops
lying in theab plane. It is important to note that these latter
dislocations and loops also contribute to the maximum
Jc(Hic), since, as was first shown in Ref. 73 and then con-
firmed by the present authors in Refs. 12–14, 74, and 75,
when the vortices are parallel to thec axis they can interact
with transverse dislocation lines as with pointlike defects.
Then the functionJc(H,u) has a domelike character of the
typeJc(u)}(cosu)
1/2. It can also be assumed that some con-
tribution to the volume pinning force is made by point de-
fects such as oxygen vacancies. At the peakJc(Hic) the two
contributions from point and quasi-point pinning centers cre-
ate the pedestal that vanishes as the line of irreversibility is
approached, i.e., forT→Tirr(H), as the magnetic field is
increased, and as the velocity of the vortices~i.e., the dimen-
sionless numberEc! increases.
12–14,18 As to the peak
Jc(Hiab), since it survives at all temperatures, fields, and
velocities of the vortex lattice, we may assume that it is due
to dislocation pinning on dislocations and loops lying in the
ab plane and also to anisotropy ofH irr(T). As was discussed
above, anisotropy ofH irr(T) leads to anisotropy of the resis-
tivity due to the motion of the vortex lattice under the influ-
ence of the Lorentz force. This means that at a given value of
Ec the value ofJc determined from the current–voltage char-
acteristics forHiab andHic will be substantially different.
Thus, in considering the behavior of YBCO films one
should keep in mind that there are two ensembles of edge
dislocations: 1! with dislocation lines along thec axis, and 2!
in theab plane. This was confirmed in our recent papers74–77
by means of transmission and high-resolution electron mi-
croscopy and also by electronic transport measurements of
the angle dependence of the critical current density in a mag-
netic field. Such measurements have also been made by other
FIG. 10. Schematic illustrations of ensembles of edge dislocations, which
are formed in YBCO films during growth in different modes: a—ensembles
of ‘‘threading’’ dislocations perpendicular to the cuprate planes and lying in
low-angle tilt domain boundaries~substrate with large misfit~MgO, YSZ,
sapphire1CeO2!!; b—ensembles of dislocations parallel to the cuprate
planes and consisting of misfit dislocations at the boundaries and dislocation
loops induced by local stacking faults~ ubstrate with small misfit~SrTiO3,
LaAlO3!!.
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groups.68,78For a clearer and more convincing demonstration
of the real nonuniform distribution of dislocation ensembles
in YBCO films prepared under different conditions of nucle-
ation and growth and by different growth mechanisms, in
Fig. 10 we show schematic illustrations of the fine structure
of the films: with a set of mosaic domains differing from one
another by low-angle tilt dislocation boundaries~a typical
misorientation angle of around 1 – 2°, typical domain size of
20–50 nm, average distance between dislocations in the
boundary 10–20 nm, and average dislocation density around
1011 lines/cm2 ~Fig. 10a!; with misfit dislocations at the
boundary and dislocation loops due to stacking faults, i.e.,
with extra or missing segments of the copper–oxygen layers
of the CuO2 type,
69 with the dislocation lines lying in theab
plane and an extremely high average dislocation density
~Fig. 10b!. It is surprising that in YBCO films such a dislo-
cation structure with a high density can coexist with a very
high degree of perfection of the crystal structure, as charac-
terized by transmission and high-resolution electron
microscopy23–25,27–29and x-ray diffractometry.74 However,
the most reliable tool for experimental observation of these
two different dislocation ensembles is measurement of the
angle dependence ofJc(H,u) at a constant value of the
Lorentz force74–77 ~see Fig. 9!.
7. ELASTIC STRAIN FIELDS IN THE NEIGHBORHOOD
OF LINEAR DEFECTS AND THE FEATURES OF THE PINNING
POTENTIAL IN YBCO FILMS
It has been shown experimentally79–81 that layered an-
isotropic HTSC metal-oxide cuprates have an anomalously
strong anisotropic dependence of the critical temperatureTc
on the pressure in the case of uniaxial compression. For
example,80 for the optimally doped YBa2Cu3O72d single
crystal the derivatives]Tc /]Pi measured along the principal
crystallographic axes are:]Tc /]Pa'2(1.9– 2) K/GPa,
]Tc /]Pb'(1.9– 2.2) K/GPa, and ]Tc /]Pc'2(0 – 0.3)
K/GPa. This means that the pressure dependenceTc(P) for
an isotropically, hydrostatically compressed crystal is very
weak. However, in regions of the crystal with a local aniso-
tropic deformation the changes ofTc can be significant. In
the linear approximation this dependence can be written as
Tc~r !5Tc02Cik« ik~r !. ~4!
HereTc0 is the critical temperature of the undeformed crys-
tal, « ik is the strain tensor, and the coefficients
Cik52]Tc /]« ik are related to the derivatives]Tc /]Pa
~Fig. 11!. According to Refs. 79 and 81, the diagonal coeffi-
cients Cii in the ab basal plane of the crystal are
Ca52]Tc /]«aa'2220 K, Cb5]Tc /]«bb'320 K, and
]Tc /]«cc'0.
Based on the experimental data,79–81a theoretical calcu-
lation by Gurevich and Pashitskii82 showed that the elastic
deformations created by a single edge dislocation or a dislo-
cation ensemble~e.g., a ‘‘wall’’ of dislocations! in an aniso-
tropic crystal can cause a local elevation or depression ofTc
and can even suppress the superconducting state completely
at a given temperature~e.g., at 77 K!. Consequently, the
region of the normal~nonsuperconducting! phase should ex-
ist around a dislocation core, which, as described above in
accordance with the data of Refs. 28 and 29, is~for a
‘‘threading’’ edge dislocationa @100#! a cylindrical channel
of highly plastically deformed medium with a diameter of
around 2 nm. The normal regions surrounding the core
should also play an important role in the formation of the
pinning potential of the superconductor. Therefore it is nec-
essary to examine in more detail the deformation mechanism
of suppression of superconductivity in the neighborhood of a
dislocation core, i.e., of the effect of an elastic strain field in
the anisotropic crystal YBa2Cu3O72d .
An edge dislocation perpendicular to theab plane gives
rise to elastic strains in theab plane and to corresponding
local changes inTc . Under certain conditions, if the Burgers
vectorB is directed at an angleq to either thea or b axis,
the change ofTc is given by the expression









Using the well-known83 components of the strain tensor« ik
under the conditionBia, Pashitskii74 obtained an expression









Here w is the azimuthal angle in theab plane, measured
from thea or b axis, s'0.28 is Poisson’s ratio,84 andB is
the modulus of the Burgers vector, which is approximately
equal to the lattice constanta'0.4 nm in theab plane. Thus
Pashitskii74 determined the boundary of the region of the
normal phase around a dislocation core, i.e., the region in




FIG. 11. Schematic phase diagram of an anisotropic metal-oxide cuprate of
the YBCO type with a highTc . This diagram was obtained by Gurevich and
Pashitskii82 from the well-knownTc(x) phase diagram, wherex is the dop-
ing level, with the use of Eq.~4!.
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For Tc0590 K and for the values of the coefficientsCa,b
mentioned above, the parameterR0(T)'0.042/t(nm), and
b0'224. At T577 K we haveR0'0.3 nm and the maxi-
mum of r N occurs in the directionw52p/4 and has the
value r N max'2.5 nm~Fig. 12!.
If now we take into account the proximity effect, then it
becomes clear that the region with a suppressed supercon-
ducting order parameter extends in all directions to a dis-
tance of the order of the coherence lengthj(T)5j0 /t
1/2
~wherej0'1.3 nm is the coherence length atT50!.
At 77 K we have j(T)'3.5 nm, and the maximum
width of the normal region isL(T)52@r N max1j(T)#
>12 nm. The area of the region of suppressed order param-
eter per dislocation parallel to thec axis can be estimated as
SN(T)'2j(T)L(T)'8310
213cm2 at 77 K. This means
that at a concentration of edge dislocations of around
1011 lines/cm2 the fraction of the normal phase is approxi-
mately equal to 10%. Each component of the functionL(T)
increases at a different rate asT→Tc0 : r N(T)}t21, and
j(T)}t21/2. Consequently, the width and shape of the pin-
ning potential well change with increasing temperature faster
thant21, the dependence approachingt23/2 asT→Tc0 . Al-
though a detailed analysis of the consequences of this situa-
tion goes beyond the scope of this paper, there are sufficient
grounds for assuming that the pinning force arising in the
interaction of vortices with dislocations of this ensemble
should decrease appreciably with increasing temperature, as
is observed in the measurement of the temperature depen-
dence ofJc(Hic) ~Fig. 13!.
We conclude this Section by noting that the anisotropy
parameterb0 in Eq. ~8! for dislocation lines parallel to the
ab plane is smaller by many times than that for perpendicu-
lar ‘‘threading’’ dislocations, because of the neglibibly small
value ofCc . In this caseb52/(122s)'4.5. Thus one can
assume that the dislocations and dislocation loops lying par-
allel to the ab plane, unlike the perpendicular ones, have
insignificant strain fields in the neighborhood of the core.
This means that the corresponding pinning potential wells
are much narrower and steeper. The elementary pinning
force for these dislocations is larger. In addition, their shape
is apparently weakly dependent on temperature, and hence
the pinning force is independent of temperature, as is con-
firmed in experiment~Fig. 13!. The opposite forms of the
temperature dependence of the relative height of theJc peaks
for Hiab andHic is evidently due in large measure to the
fact that the pinning potential wells have a different shape
and different temperature behavior: steeper slopes and weak
temperature dependence forHiab, and more gradual slopes
and strong temperature dependence forHic.
8. MAGNETIC FIELD DEPENDENCE OF J c„H… AND THE
H – T PHASE DIAGRAM FOR AN ANISOTROPIC HTSC WITH
LINEAR DEFECTS FOR H¸c
The typical Jc(H) curves of YBCO films forHic, as
was shown in Refs. 74–77, 85, and 86 have three different
segments~Fig. 14!. The low-field part is a plateau or a
weakly field-dependent part up to the pointH5HA , which
corresponds toa0'(F0 /HA)
1/2'lL ~;0.1 T at 77 K!,
where the position of the pointsHA must be determined as
the intersection of the horizontal part of the curveJc(H)
'const with the extrapolated partJc}H
20.5, but on our
curves~Fig. 14! this cannot always be done because of the
lack of measurements in sufficiently low fields. Undoubtedly
FIG. 12. Shape and size of the region of the normal state at 77 K, and also
the region partially suppressed superconducting order parameter in the
neighborhood of a dislocation core for a ‘‘threading’’ dislocation whose
dislocation line is perpendicular to theab plane of the YBCO crystal; cal-
culated by Pashitskii74 with the use of Eqs.~4!, ~7!, and~8!.
FIG. 13. Temperature dependence of the height of theJc(H,u) peaks for
orientations of the magnetic fieldHic andHiab, shown in relative units in
relation to the position of the pedestal~or ‘‘background’’!.
FIG. 14. Magnetic-field dependence for biaxially oriented epitaxial YBCO
films for Hic.
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here we are dealing with a regime of individual or single-
particle pinning, in which the vortices are far apart and non-
interacting, and a vortex lattice is not formed. This effect was
also mentioned in Refs. 85 and 86, but the authors explained
it as a transition through a so-called ‘‘matching’’ field
H5HF , at which the density of vortices becomes equal to
the density of linear pinning defects parallel to them. This is
clearly incorrect for two reasons: first the authors of Refs. 85
and 86 incorrectly determined the density of defects from the
etch pits, obtaining a value too low by one or two orders of
magnitude ~108– 109 lines/cm2 instead of the actual
1010– 1011 lines/cm2, as is shown in Refs. 23–25!; second, as
the ‘‘matching’’ field is approached in YBCO, it is known87
that Jc(Hic) increases rather than remaining constant.
The intermediate part of the field dependence of
Jc(Hic) turns out to be practically linear on a log–log scale:
Jc}H
2q, where the exponentq is close to 0.5. Such a de-
pendence can be the result of the presence of a two-
dimensional correlated ‘‘quenched’’ disorder in the vortex
lattice, apparently of the Bose glass type, in this interval of
fields (HA,H,HB). At higher fields (H.HB) the Jc(H)
curve begins to decrease faster, viz., asH2q with q
51.0– 1.5.
A tentative explanation for this is that the vortex lattice
begins to interact with random pointlike defects as well. In-
deed, at the crossover fieldHB the intervortex distancea0
'(F0 /HB)
1/2 becomes comparable to the transverse sizeLd
of the domains of mosaicity, which are slightly misoriented
with respect to one another and are separated by low-angle
dislocation boundaries. This is the most important point in
this treatment, since at low fields (HA,H,HB) the vortex
lattice ‘‘perceives’’ the network of threading dislocations as a
random, chaotic system which induces a quasi-two-
dimensional correlated state of the vortex lattice of the Bose
glass type with a high value of the bending modulusC44.
When the field increases toHB , some of the vortices no
longer have a chance to become pinned on the dislocation
lines in the low-angle boundaries, since the benefit in terms
of the pinning energy would be much smaller than the energy
cost due to the 2D deformation of the vortex lattice. As a
result, a significant number of vortices are inside the do-
mains, being only weakly pinned by pointlike defects. Since
the magnetic field in this case is already quite high, one
expects that a substantial change in behavior will occur,
much as in the case of single crystals. Thus one expects an
intradomain crossover from 2D to 3D behavior of the vortex
lattice due to wave-vector dispersion of the bending modulus
C44(k) of the vortex lattice, which is interacting with a ran-
dom pointlike pinning potential. However, because of this
the phenomena that occur are radically different from that
which occurs in a single crystal. In a single crystal the vor-
tices, by ‘‘softening,’’ more easily adjust to the chaotically
distributed point centers, and the resulting bulk pinning force
increases, andJc(H) also increases from 10
8 to 5
3108 A/m2 ~Refs. 12–18!. In this case the vortices are
pinned ~while H<HB! on linear defects, andJc(H)55
3109– 1010A/m2. Therefore, when some vortices are found
inside the domains and become unstable to lateral deforma-
tions owing to the sharp decrease of their effective linear
tension,Jc(H) does not increase but instead begins to fall.
This crossover in the behavior of the vortex system can be
classified as a manifestation of a change in dimensionality in
the nonuniform ensemble. We denote the nonuniform state of
the vortex ensemble, interacting with the 2D pinning poten-
tial parallel to equidistant linear centers forming a polygonal
2D lattice ~if the field is applied parallel to thec axis!,74–77
as a correlated inhomogeneous Bose glass~CIBG!. This state
differs substantially from the usual state of a triangular vor-
tex lattice and a random Bose glass, in which the linear pin-
ning centers are distributed chaotically. The CIBG state
~which is realized forHA,H,HB! also differs from the
nonuniform state of the vortex lattice formed forH.HB ,
where the vortices interact with both linear and planar de-
fects. The latter can be called a Fermi glass, since the rela-
tion between the number of vortices resident on dislocations
and the number of vortices inside the domains can be found
by introducing a distribution of the Fermi type, much as was
done by Gurevich.45,46 Figure 15 shows the proposedH –T
phase diagram of the states of the vortex lattice in a YBCO
film for a magnetic field directionHic.
CONCLUSIONS
—Several type of dislocations and dislocation ensembles
are formed in YBCO films during their growth: 1! edge dis-
locations of nonregistry at the boundary; 2! dislocation loops
due to stacking faults~i.e., with extra or missing segments of
the CuO2 planes!, the lines of which are parallel to theab
plane; 3! edge dislocations in low-angle boundaries of mo-
saic domains with a density of up to 1011 lines/cm2 and
higher.
—The efficient pinning of vortices and high critical cur-
rent densities~Jc>3310
10A/m2 at 77 K! in epitaxial YBCO
films are due to the high density of linear defects formed in
the process of nucleation and growth of the film.
—The ‘‘motional narrowing’’ of the damping peak is
indicative ofordering of the vortex lattice upon the passage
of current. The remarkable agreement between the measured
damping peak and the theoretical curve obtained in the
framework of the diffusion model attests to preservation of a
FIG. 15. ProposedH –T phase diagram of the vortex matter in a YBCO
epitaxial film for Hic.
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gradual transition~the absence of sharp phase transforma-
tions! upon the depinning of the vortices in systems with
strong disorder.
—The ‘‘vortex glass’’ transitiontemperature obtained by
means of scaling of the resistivity coincides with the depin-
ning temperature measured at zero current, indicating that
the interpretation of this transition is ambiguous and might
be explained in terms of a model of vortex depinning.
—Linear defects oriented along thec axis, i.e., disloca-
tion ensemblesa @100#, are the reason for the appearance of
the Jc(Hic) peak, while dislocations and loops lying in the
ab plane contribute to the peakJc(Hiab) and also to the
peakJc(Hic) as a result of the interaction of vortices with
transverse dislocation lines as with pointlike defects.
—Opposite temperature behavior of the peaks of
Jc(H,u) for Hic and Hiab is found experimentally. The
peak Jc(Hic) initially grows with increasing temperature
and then is suppressed whenT approachesTirr(H). In con-
trast, the relative height of the peakJc(Hiab) becomes
larger and larger as the temperature increases. This behavior
is due to the different temperature dependence of the differ-
ent contributions toJc(Hic) andJc(Hiab): pinning on dis-
locations, pinning on pointlike defects, and the effect of the
anisotropy of the strain fields near the dislocation cores.
—In the neighborhood of the cores of edge dislocations
whose lines are parallel to thec axis a strain field arises
which plays an important role in the formation of the pinning
potential and the local suppression of the superconducting
order parameter andTc . For T,Tc this will give rise to
anisotropic regions of the normal phase near the dislocation
core.
—In the neighborhood of dislocation lines parallel to the
ab plane no appreciable strain fields appear. It can be as-
sumed that this is the cause of the opposite behavior of the
pinning force and critical current density in the case
Jc(Hiab).
—The measuredJc(H) curves forHic in YBCO films
demonstrate two clear crossovers, corresponding to transi-
tions from Jc(H);const at low fields, in which the vortex
lattice has not yet formed and the interaction of vortices with
linear centers occurs in the regime of individual pinning, to
Jc}H
20.5 at intermediate fields~the motion of the vortex
lattice as a deformable 2D continuum! and, finally, to Jc
}H2q ~whereq;1 – 1.5! at higher fields.
—The inhomogeneous state of a vortex ensemble inter-
acting with an ensemble of parallel equidistant linear centers
which are arranged in a network substantially differs from
the state of a random 2D Bose glass.
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